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Kelly A. Aviles (SBN 257168)                                                       
LAW OFFICES OF KELLY AVILES 
1502 Foothill Boulevard, Suite 103-140 
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Telephone:  (909) 991-7560  
Facsimile:   (909) 991-7594 
Email:  kaviles@opengovlaw.com 
 
Attorney for Petitioner 
VOICE OF ORANGE COUNTY.ORG 
 
 
 

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA  
 

      FOR THE COUNTY OF ORANGE 
 
 

 
VOICE OF ORANGE COUNTY.ORG,  
 
                        Petitioner/Plaintiff, 
 
 v. 
 
COUNTY OF ORANGE, 
 
  Respondent/Defendant. 
 

 

 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
     

Case No.:   
 
VERIFIED PETITION FOR WRIT OF 
MANDATE AND DECLARATORY 
RELIEF FOR VIOLATIONS OF THE 
CALIFORNIA PUBLIC RECORDS 
ACT WITH EXHIBITS A THROUGH 
F. 
  
 
[Gov’t. Code § 6250 et seq.] 
 

 

  
 This action seeks relief from the refusal of Respondent/Defendant COUNTY OF 

ORANGE to perform as required by the California Public Records Act, Government 

Code, Section 6250 et seq. (“CPRA”), thereby denying the public’s right to the 

protections afforded by the laws of this State and the California Constitution, Article I, 

Section 3.  

VOICE OF ORANGE COUNTY.ORG seeks a writ of mandate and declaratory 

relief under California Code of Civil Procedure sections 1085 and 1060 and Government 

Code section 6258 and 6259.  In this Verified Petition, Petitioner alleges as follows: 
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THE PARTIES 

1. Petitioner/Plaintiff VOICE OF ORANGE COUNTY.ORG (“Voice of OC” 

or “Petitioner”), is now, and at all times mentioned in this petition has been, is a 

501(c)(3) non-profit corporation organized under the laws of California.  Its offices are 

located at 207 North Broadway, Suite J, Santa Ana, CA 92701. Voice of OC is 

an online, investigative news agency averaging more than 50,000 monthly unique 

visitors.  Voice of OC covers day-to-day operations of local government entities, 

including the County of Orange and major cities within the County.  Its mission is to 

provide real-time transparency on government and political affairs, and advocate for 

First Amendment access issues.  As such, VOICE OF OC has a beneficial interest in 

Respondent’s performance of its legal duties under the CPRA.   

2. Respondent/Defendant COUNTY OF ORANGE (“Respondent” or 

“County”) is defined as a “local agency” by Government Code § 6252(a), and is 

therefore subject to the CPRA.  The County’s main offices are located in at 10 Civic 

Center Plaza, Third Floor, Santa Ana, California 92701.  

  

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

3. This Court has jurisdiction over this matter pursuant to Code of Civil 

Procedure, Sections 1085 and 1060 and Government Code, Sections 6258 and 6259. 

4. Venue is proper under Government Code, Section 6259, as the records 

are located within the County of Orange.   

 

FACTS SUPPORTING THE CAUSE OF ACTION 

5. In April 2015, Orange County Supervisor Todd Spitzer called 911 from a 

Wahoo’s Fish Taco restaurant in Foothill Ranch, identified himself as a county 

supervisor, and requested assistance, claiming there was an “emergency:”  

 
911 Dispatcher: “What’s going on there?” 
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Todd Spitzer: “I’m eating lunch. This is Supervisor Todd Spitzer. A 
stranger walked up to me and wouldn’t get out of my face and I asked 
him to leave me alone and he’s in a restaurant and he’s like harassing 
me. He needs to be talked to. I don’t know if he’s on drugs or what but … 
I’m fearing for my safety.” 

 
After news of the incident finally broke approximately five months later, Mr. 

Spitzer is reported to have claimed that the “stranger” wanted to talk to him about 

Jesus and the Bible, and Mr. Spitzer’s alleged fear for his safety was due to way the 

man looked at a knife that was on the table where Spitzer was sitting.  A true and 

correct copy of various news articles regarding the incident, including the article 

published by Voice of OC, are attached hereto as Exhibit A. 1    

6. It was also reported that in response, Mr. Spitzer, who had a concealed 

carry permit, went outside to his car, retrieved a pair of handcuffs and his fanny pack, 

which contained a loaded handgun.  Mr. Spitzer reportedly returned to the restaurant, 

handcuffed the stranger, and called 911 again: 

911 Dispatcher: “911.” 
 
Todd Spitzer: “Yeah, I’m calling back on this Foothill Ranch Wahoo’s 
call and I have this man now under arrest. He’s handcuffed. You need to 
make this Code 2-HIGH call for me, please.” 
 
911 Dispatcher: “It already is, Todd.” 
 
Todd Spitzer: “Well, let the officers know I am armed, OK? And I had 
to place handcuffs on this guy. Just let them know that, all right?” 
 
7. In early 2016, Voice of OC was working on a story that, in response to a 

news article published by the Orange County Register, that Spitzer had allegedly used 

his influence as Supervisor to get the paper to change its story on the incident to 

include unverified information more favorable to the Spitzer.  A true and correct copy 

of that Voice of OC story, including the two versions of the OC Register story, discussed 

therein are attached hereto as Exhibit B.  

                                                                 

1 All exhibits referenced herein are true and correct copies of the documents that they purport to be, and 
are incorporated by reference as if they had been set out in their entirety. 
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8. On March 3, 2016, in the course of his reporting, Voice of OC Senior 

Reporter Adam Elmahrek submitted a CPRA request to the County (the “CPRA 

Request”).  A true and correct copy of the CPRA Request is attached hereto as Exhibit 

C.  The CPRA Request sought, in pertinent part, “Emails between Jean Pasco and 

Supervisor Todd Spitzer regarding Spitzer’s citizen arrest of a man at Wahoo’s Fish 

Tacos.”   

9. The same day, Jean Pasco, Public Information Officer for the County, 

responded, stating:  

The only emails between me and Supervisor Spitzer regarding the supervisor’s 
citizen’s arrest of a man at Wahoo’s Fish Taco were the subject of an earlier PRA 
request by Meghann Cuniff at the OC Register, as well as an additional email 
requester. Responsive records were identified but exempted from disclosure by 
County Counsel under provisions of the Public Records Act. I’ve attached a copy 
of the letter to Meghann Cuniff and to thetruthofoc@yahoo.com with the 
specific exemption citations. There are no additional responsive records other 
than what was referred to in the attached letter so the response to you would be 
the same as our response the Meghann back in September. 
 
A true and correct copy of Ms. Pasco’s response is attached hereto as Exhibit 

D. 

10. Mr. Elmahrek replied, requesting a response specific to his CPRA 

Request.  A true and correct copy of that March 3, 2016 email is attached hereto as 

Exhibit E. 

11. Leon Page, County Counsel for the County of Orange, then sent an email 

that attached a letter denying the CPRA Request.  A true and correct copy of Mr. Page’s 

March 3, 2016, correspondence is attached hereto as Exhibit F.  His response states: 

On Thursday, March 3, 2016, you submitted a request for records under 
the California Public Records Act (Government Code section 6250, et 
seq.). Specifically, you sought "Emails between Jean Pasco and 
Supervisor Todd Spitzer regarding Spitzer's citizen arrest of a man at 
Wahoo's Fish Tacos." I have identified records responsive to your 
request. The records you seek relate to email correspondence between 
Todd Spitzer, the then-Chairman of the Orange County Board of 
Supervisors, and the County's Public Information Officer, Jean Pasco, 
and discuss a draft (i.e., never published) statement concerning 
Chairman Spitzer's temporary detention of Jeovany Castellano in April 
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2015. Based on the advice provided by Ms. Pasco in the email 
correspondence, Chairman Spitzer decided to not publish the draft 
statement he had prepared. 
 
In compliance with the Public Records Act, I hereby determine that the 
responsive records you requested will not be produced because the 
records are (1) preliminary drafts not retained in the ordinary course of 
business and the public interest in withholding the record clearly 
outweighs the public interest in disclosure (Government Code section 
6254, subdivision (a)); (2) pre-decisional documents (i.e., documents 
prepared to assist an agency decision-maker in making a decision) 
subject to the deliberative process privilege (Government Code section 
6254(k); Wilson v. Superior Court, 51 Cal.App.4th1136, 1142 (1996)); 
and/or (3) records where the public interest in non-disclosure clearly 
outweighs the public interest in disclosure. Gov't Code § 6255(a). 

 
12. Therefore, Voice of OC is now forced to bring this action to enforce its 

right to obtain records under the CPRA and the California Constitution, Article 1, 

Section 3.   

 
CAUSE OF ACTION FOR VIOLATION OF THE CPRA 

(RELIEF PURSUANT TO GOV. CODE §§ 6258, 6259;  
CODE CIV. PROC. §§ 1060, 1085) 

 
13. Petitioner hereby realleges and incorporates herein by this reference 

Paragraphs 1 thorough 12 of this Petition as though set forth herein in full. 

14. The CPRA defines the term "public records" to include any writing 

containing information relating to the conduct of the public's business prepared, 

owned, used, or retained by any state or local agency regardless of physical form or 

characteristics….” 

15. Government Code section 6253(b), provides that, “[e]xcept with respect to 

public records exempt from disclosure by express provisions of law, each state or local 

agency, upon a request for a copy of records that reasonably describes an identifiable 

record or records, shall make the records promptly available…” 
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16. The requested records relate to the conduct of the public’s business and 

were prepared, owned, used or retained by the County.  Therefore, the records are 

deemed to be public records pursuant to Government Code § 6252(e). 

17. The Voice of OC has requested that the County provide them with these 

public records, but the County has refused, claiming that the records are exempt as 

“(1) preliminary drafts not retained in the ordinary course of business and the public 

interest in withholding the record clearly outweighs the public interest in disclosure 

(Government Code section 6254, subdivision (a)); (2) pre-decisional documents (i.e., 

documents prepared to assist an agency decision-maker in making a decision) subject 

to the deliberative process privilege (Government Code section 6254(k); Wilson v. 

Superior Court, 51 Cal.App.4th1136, 1142 (1996)); and/or (3) records where the public 

interest in non-disclosure clearly outweighs the public interest in disclosure. Gov't 

Code § 6255(a).” 

18. Government Code § 6255(a) requires the Respondent COUNTY OF 

ORANGE justify the withholding of any record: 

The agency shall justify withholding any record by demonstrating that 
the record in question is exempt under express provisions of this chapter 
or that on the facts of the particular case the public interest served by not 
disclosing the record clearly outweighs the public interest served by 
disclosure of the record. 
 
19. The requested records are not exempt from disclosure under any of the 

provisions relied on by the County, any other provisions of the CPRA, or any other 

relevant statute.    

20. The People of California have elevated the right to open government to 

one protected by their State Constitution.  The California Constitution, Article 1, Section 

3, Paragraphs (a) - (b) state: 

The people have the right to instruct their representatives, petition 
government for redress of grievances, and assemble freely to consult for 
the common good.   
 
The people have the right of access to information concerning the 
conduct of the people's business, and, therefore, the meetings of public 
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bodies and the writings of public officials and agencies shall be open to 
public scrutiny.     
 
A statute, court rule, or other authority, including those in effect on the 
effective date of this subdivision, shall be broadly construed if it furthers 
the people's right of access, and narrowly construed if it limits the right 
of access.  
             
21. Petitioner has exhausted its administrative remedies.  Voice of OC has 

requested copies of disclosable public records from the County, but the County has 

refused to provide access to those public records.  The only plain, speedy, and adequate 

remedy left to the Petitioner is the relief provided by Government Code § 6258.  

22. Government Code § 6258 provides: 
 
Any person may institute proceedings for injunctive or declarative relief or 
writ of mandate in any court of competent jurisdiction to enforce his or 
her right to inspect or to receive a copy of any public record or class of 
public records under this chapter.” 
 
23. Government Code § 6259 provides: 
 
Whenever it is made to appear by verified petition to the superior court of 
the county where the records or some part thereof are situated that certain 
public records are being improperly withheld from a member of the public, 
the court shall order the officer or person charged with withholding the 
records to disclose the public record or show cause why he or she should 
not do so. The court shall decide the case after examining the record in 
camera, if permitted by subdivision (b) of Section 915 of the Evidence 
Code, papers filed by the parties and any oral argument and additional 
evidence as the court may allow. 
 
24. Code of Civil Procedure § 1060 provides: 

Any person interested … who desires a declaration of his or her rights or 
duties with respect to another … may, in cases of actual controversy 
relating to the legal rights and duties of the respective parties, bring an 
original action or cross-complaint in the superior court for a declaration of 
his or her rights and duties in the premises, including a determination of 
any question of construction or validity arising under the instrument or 
contract. He or she may ask for a declaration of rights or duties, either 
alone or with other relief; and the court may make a binding declaration of 
these rights or duties, whether or not further relief is or could be claimed 
at the time….” 
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25. An actual controversy exists between the parties regarding the County’s 

responsibility to disclose records under the CPRA. 

26. The County has a ministerial duty to perform according to the laws of 

State of California, including the CPRA. 

27. Petitioner has an interest in having the laws executed and public duties 

enforced and, therefore, has a beneficial interest in the outcome of the proceedings. 

28. Petitioner has a clear, present, and legal right to the County’s 

performance of its ministerial duties, as required by the CPRA. 

29. The County has a present legal duty and present ability to perform its 

ministerial duties, as required by the CPRA. 

30. The County has failed to perform its ministerial duties as required by the 

CPRA. 

31. Through this action, Petitioner seeks no greater relief than would be 

afforded to any other member of the public.   

32. Therefore, this Court should find that the County has violated the CPRA 

by refusing to disclose all emails between Jean Pasco and Supervisor Todd Spitzer 

regarding Spitzer’s citizen arrest of a man at Wahoo’s Fish Tacos.  This Court should 

order the County to immediately release all documents responsive to Petitioner’s 

Request.  

 

WHEREFORE, PETITIONERS PRAY AS FOLLOWS: 

 

1. This Court issue a peremptory writ of mandate, without a hearing or 

further notice, immediately directing the County to disclose the requested records to 

the Petitioner; or, in the alternative, an order to show cause why these public records 

should not be released. 
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2. This Court set “times for responsive pleadings and for hearings in these 

proceedings … with the object of securing a decision as to these matters at the earliest 

possible time,” as provided in Government Code Section 6258. 

3. This Court issue a declaratory judgment that the records requested by the 

Petitioner are disclosable public record and the County violated the California Public 

Records Act by refusing to produce the requested records.  

4. This Court enter an order allowing the Petitioner to recover attorneys' 

fees and costs incurred in this action pursuant to Government Code Section 6259 

and/or Code of Civil Procedure Section 1021.5; and, 

5. This Court award such further relief as is just and proper. 

 

DATED:  March 18, 2016     LAW OFFICES OF KELLY A. AVILES 

       

 

                 
                            Kelly A. Aviles 
                     Attorneys for Petitioner 
                 VOICE OF OC 
 
 

       
        
 





  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Exhibit A 



By Nick Gerda (http://voiceofoc.org/author/ngerda/) 
September 3

In a previously undisclosed incident, Orange 
County supervisors’ Chairman Todd Spitzer 

says he left a restaurant to get a gun from his car when a man acted 
threateningly towards him, then returned to the eatery to handcuff the man 
and detain him until sheriff’s deputies arrived.

The confrontation, which was first reported Thursday by CBS Los Angeles
(http://goo.gl/E0MgSQ) , took place at a Wahoo’s Fish Taco restaurant in the 
Foothill Ranch in early April.

Spitzer called 911 and told the dispatcher that a man had been harassing him at 
the restaurant and wouldn’t leave him alone, according to a recording of the 
call published by CBS.

The man had looked at a serrated knife on Spitzer’s table, Spitzer later told the 
station, which caused him to fear for his safety.  The man didn't touch the knife, 
he added.

Spitzer said he then went to his car to get a gun and handcuffs, and went back 
into the restaurant, where he handcuffed the man and called 911 again.

When deputies arrived, they took the man – identified as Jeovany Castellano – 
and put him in the back of a patrol car, where he was briefly questioned and 
then released, according to CBS.

Sheriff’s officials say they investigated and found that Spitzer, who is chairman 
of the board that controls the sheriff’s budget, broke no laws.

Spitzer says he handled the situation extremely well.

“Honestly, I’m incredibly proud at how I handled the situation,” Spitzer told 
CBS, describing it as “textbook.”

Some commenters on the CBS story applauded his actions, while others said it 
was irresponsible – if not criminal – for him to go back into the restaurant and 
detain the man instead of waiting for law enforcement.

It’s unclear why news of the incident didn’t surface earlier, and why it’s now 
coming to light.

Gun-Toting Supervisors’ 
Chairman Detained Man at 
Restaurant

COUNTY GOVERNMENT

Page 1 of 2Gun-Toting Supervisors’ Chairman Detained Man at Restaurant | Voice of OC
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The CBS report doesn’t say when it took place, only describing it as “recently.”  
The sheriff’s department, meanwhile, told Voice of OC Thursday that it 
happened four months ago, on April 3.

Click here (http://goo.gl/E0MgSQ) for the full CBS story.

You can contact Nick Gerda at ngerda@gmail.com (mailto:ngerda@gmail.com) , 
and follow him on Twitter: @nicholasgerda (http://twitter.com/nicholasgerda) .

Page 2 of 2Gun-Toting Supervisors’ Chairman Detained Man at Restaurant | Voice of OC
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Fearing For His Safety, OC Supervisor Says He Got Gun, Handcuffed Man 
At Restaurant
September 3, 2015 4:47 PM

Filed Under: Citizen's Arrest, Handcuffed, OC Restaurant, OC Supervisor, Todd Spitzer

SANTA ANA (CBSLA.com) — In fear for his safety, Orange County 
Board of Supervisor Chairman Todd Spitzer says he went to his car to get
a gun, then handcuffed a man at a restaurant and held him until police 
arrived.

“Honestly, I’m incredibly proud at how I handled the situation,” said 
Spitzer, who explains that he was so threatened by the way a man was 
behaving toward him at Wahoo’s Fish Taco in Foothill Ranch recently that
he made this 911 call:

911 Dispatcher: “What’s going on there?”

Todd Spitzer: “I’m eating lunch. This is Supervisor Todd Spitzer. A 
stranger walked up to me and wouldn’t get out of my face and I asked 
him to leave me alone and he’s in a restaurant and he’s like harassing 
me. He needs to be talked to. I don’t know if he’s on drugs or what but … 
I’m fearing for my safety.”

Spitzer says the man wanted to talk to him about Jesus and the Bible.

Then, according to Spitzer, the man looked at a knife that was on the 
table where Spitzer was sitting.

2
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Comments

“He came between the tables as if he was going to sit down and he was 
looking at the knife,” he said. “That’s when I was very concerned.”

But according to Spitzer, the man never picked up the knife.

Spitzer then went out to his car, retrieved a gun and a pair of handcuffs, 
and returned to the restaurant. He then confronted the man and made a 
second 911 call approximately seven minutes later.

911 Dispatcher: “911.”

Todd Spitzer: “Yeah, I’m calling back on this Foothill Ranch Wahoo’s call 
and I have this man now under arrest. He’s handcuffed. You need to 
make this Code 2-HIGH call for me, please.”

911 Dispatcher: “It already is, Todd.”

Todd Spitzer: “Well, let the officers  know I am armed, OK? And I had 
to place handcuffs on this guy. Just let them know that, all right?”

When asked if he felt his actions were out of line, Spitzer said: “I don’t 
think anything I did. In fact, I think it was textbook .”

Squad cars arrived with sirens blaring and officers led the man in 
Spitzer’s handcuffs away.

That man, identified as Jeovany Castellano, was placed in the back of a 
squad car and questioned briefly before being un-cuffed.

He and Spitzer were allowed to go their separate ways.

Spitzer served as a Los Angeles Police Department  reserve officer for 
10 years and has a permit to carry a concealed weapon and says he has 
carried handcuffs in the back of his car for years.

The incident was thoroughly investigated by the Orange County Sheriff’s 
Department and they found, although the circumstances were somewhat 
bizarre, Spitzer did nothing wrong.

“There’s a million different ways to handle an issue or an incident, but 
what he did did not constitute any type of crime,” Lt. Jeff Hallock of the 
Orange County Sheriff’s Department said.

Castellano could not be reached on Thursday for comment and has not 
filed a complaint against Spitzer.
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No charges after O.C. supervisor handcuffed 
man who was 'preaching the word of God'

By James Queally • Contact Reporter

SEPTEMBER 3, 2015, 10:28 PM 

nnerved by a man who was "preaching the word of God" and suspiciously eying a knife, 

Orange County Board of Supervisors Chair Todd Spitzer apparently handcuffed a man at a 

Foothills Ranch restaurant earlier this year, sheriff's officials said Thursday.

During a lunch break gone bizarre, Spitzer became bothered when the man would not stop talking to 

him about the Bible inside a Wahoo's Fish Taco on April 3, according to Orange County Sheriff's Lt. 

Jeff Hallock.

After several minutes, Spitzer left the restaurant and retrieved a gun and handcuffs from his car 

before calling police, Hallock said.

Orange County Supervisor Todd Spitzer handcuffed a man who was "preaching" to him at a Foothill Ranch restaurant earlier 
this year after the man began acting suspicious. (Los Angeles Times)

Page 1 of 2No charges after O.C. supervisor handcuffed man who was 'preaching the word of God' - ...
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“A stranger walked up to me and wouldn’t get out of my face and I asked him to leave me alone and 

he’s in a restaurant and he’s like harassing me," Spitzer told the dispatcher, according to a 911 

recording obtained by KCBS. "He needs to be talked to. I don’t know if he’s on drugs or what but … 

I’m fearing for my safety.”

Spitzer is a former district attorney and reserve Los Angeles police officer, and Hallock said he has a 

concealed-carry permit.

Spitzer said the man kept glancing at a knife on a nearby table, and told police that he felt the man 

could become dangerous, according to Hallock. Spitzer then asked the man if he would agree to be 

handcuffed.

The man consented, on the condition that Spitzer continue to listen to his sermon, Hallock said.

Once the man was detained, Spitzer placed a second call to the Sheriff's Department.

“I made a 911 call about 7 minutes ago.… I have this man now under arrest. He’s handcuffed," Spitzer 

said, before instructing the dispatcher to "let the officers know I am armed, OK?"

Spitzer did not aim his weapon at the man at any point during the altercation, according to Hallock. 

Calls and text messages sent to Spitzer were not immediately returned. It was not clear why the 

Sheriff's Department released the information on Thursday.

Neither the supervisor, nor the man who was preaching to him, will face criminal charges.

"Based on the totality of the circumstances, we made a determination that no crime had been 

committed," Hallock said.

Follow @JamesQueallyLAT for breaking news

Copyright © 2016, Los Angeles Times

UPDATE
10:28 p.m.: This story was updated to clarify that the utensil involved in the incident was a knife, not a butter 
knife.

This article is related to: Law Enforcement
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OC Supervisor Todd 
Spitzer (left) and OC 
Register Editor-in-Chief 
Rob Curley. (Photo 
credit Nick Gerda/Voice 
of OC and unknown)
By Adam Elmahrek (http://voiceofoc.org/author/aelmahrek/) 18 hours ago

On Good Friday last year, Todd Spitzer, then chairman of the Orange County 
Board of Supervisors, carried a loaded gun into a Wahoo's Fish Tacos and made 
a citizen's arrest -- slapping handcuffs on a young man who wouldn't stop 
preaching to him about God.

It was a classic "only in Orange County" story. Not only are citizens' arrests 
extremely rare, it’s unheard of that one would be made by a prominent 
politician in one of the state's largest counties -- a man who will very likely run 
for district attorney in 2018.

CBS's Los Angeles affiliate broke the news
(http://losangeles.cbslocal.com/2015/09/03/fearing-for-his-safety-oc-supervisor-says-he-got-

gun-handcuffed-man-at-restaurant/)  in September by posting recordings of the 911 
calls Spitzer had made during the incident. In no time media outlets 
throughout Southern California were all over the story, including The Orange 
County Register.

The first version
(https://web.archive.org/web/20150905053638/http://www.ocregister.com/articles/spitzer-

680999-castellano-incident.html) of the Register article, written by Meghann Cuniff 
and posted on Sept. 3, was nearly identical to accounts published in other 
outlets. But Spitzer took issue with the article and immediately began to lobby 
Editor-in-Chief Rob Curley to make changes to it.
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Nearly two months later, Curley succumbed to Spitzer's pressure and made an 
addition to the article that cast Spitzer's actions in an entirely different light. 
The addition, which was not accompanied by an editor's note or any other 
indication that a change had been made, outraged Cuniff and has been 
characterized as an act of journalistic malpractice by media ethicists.

The original summary of events, as reported by the Register and several other 
outlets, went like this:

Spitzer was having lunch at the Wahoo's in Foothill Ranch when the man, 32-
year-old Jeovany Castellano, came up to his table and began preaching. Spitzer 
told him he wasn't interested and to go away -- but the man kept on preaching. 
With the situation intensifying, a restaurant employee intervened and asked 
Castellano to sit at another table.

Castellano did as he was told; but, Spitzer claims, continued to stare at him and 
at a dinner knife on the table.

Having had enough, Spitzer left the restaurant and called 911 from the parking 
lot and demanded that police respond to the situation. He then went to his car 
and retrieved his handcuffs and a fanny pack that contained a handgun. He 
went back into the restaurant, approached Castellano and cuffed him.

A Swift Backlash

The reader reaction was not kind to Spitzer. Many of the commenters to 
Cuniff's story expressed dismay at what they considered the actions of an 
unhinged individual.

“Mr. Spitzer, it is not ok for you to legally handcuff someone who is irritating to 
you,” wrote commenter Clint Worthington. Another commenter wrote: “From 
this article, I can’t say which one of these guys is scarier!”

Spitzer was incensed with the reader backlash and focused his ire on Cuniff, 
who, since taking over the county beat nearly a year earlier, had taken an 
investigative approach to Spitzer's actions as supervisor.

He emailed Curley demanding corrections. After weeks had gone by, Curley 
finally agreed to a meeting with Spitzer. And following that meeting, nearly two 
months after the story had been first published, a new paragraph appeared in 
the article.

The change centered on Spitzer's actions when he came back into the 
restaurant after getting his gun and handcuffs. Here is the key passage from the 
original version
(https://web.archive.org/web/20150905053638/http://www.ocregister.com/articles/spitzer-

680999-castellano-incident.html) :
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Spitzer called 911, identifying himself as a county supervisor. 
He told the dispatcher that he was eating lunch when "a 
stranger comes up to me and wouldn't get out of my face and 
I asked him to leave me alone."

"He's like, harassing me. He needs to be talked to … I'm 
concerned for my safety," Spitzer said, according to a 
recording of the 911 call.

With deputies en route, Spitzer went to his car and retrieved 
his gun and handcuffs. Then, Spitzer said, Castellano gave 
him permission to put on the handcuffs. Spitzer also 
searched the man.

Here's how that passage reads in the updated version
(https://web.archive.org/web/20151229205001/http://www.ocregister.com/articles/spitzer-

680999-castellano-incident.html)  of the article, which first appeared on Oct. 29:

Spitzer called 911, identifying himself as a county supervisor. 
He told the dispatcher that he was eating lunch when "a 
stranger comes up to me and wouldn't get out of my face and 
I asked him to leave me alone."

"He's like, harassing me. He needs to be talked to … I'm 
concerned for my safety," Spitzer said, according to a 
recording of the 911 call.

With deputies en route, Spitzer went to his car and retrieved 
his gun and handcuffs.

“After I returned … Castellano got up and assertively came 
again toward me,” Spitzer said. “He had been seated in the 
booth with the manager telling him to leave the premises. It 
was only then that I asked him to stop and sought his 
permission to search him because he was scaring patrons 
who were leaving and I became very concerned for our 
safety."

In the first version of the story, there is no mention of Castellano coming 
toward Spitzer when he returned to the restaurant with his gun and handcuffs. 
And Spitzer is only concerned with "my safety." In the new version, Castellano 
"assertively came again toward" Spitzer, and was "scaring patrons who were 
leaving and I became very concerned for our safety."

With that change in the story, Spitzer goes from someone who could be seen as 
overreacting to a harmless proselytizer, to someone who was protecting himself 
and others in the restaurant from an aggressive individual.
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But the records don't support this characterization.

In lobbying for the change to the published article, Spitzer claimed in an email 
to Cuniff that statements by him and Castellano to police, as well as his 
comments to Cuniff, back his claim that Castellano assertively came at 
him prior to the handcuffing. However, Voice of OC reviewed statements in 
police reports, dashboard camera video and Cuniff's audio recorded interview 
with Spitzer, and found nothing that corroborates Spitzer's new account.

'Unethical Overreach'

Journalism is often referred to as the "first draft of history," and in the online 
era, corrections, clarifications, and other updates to articles that have already 
been published are commonplace. But it is considered a cardinal rule that those 
changes -- if they in any way cast the article in a new light -- must be 
accompanied by a note to readers explaining how and why they were made.

Media ethicists interviewed by Voice of OC say Curley violated that rule.

“This is clearly an unethical overreach by the editors. They inserted a quote that 
casts a more benign light on this incident, or on Mr. Spitzer’s activities based 
solely on his word, with no further reporting, with no corroboration by any 
witnesses,” said Marc Cooper, a recently retired professor at USC’s Annenberg 
School for Communications and Journalism.

“It certainly suggests from the outside an unhealthy relationship between this 
local official and whoever the editor was who made the decision to alter the 
story.”

Curley declined to speak on the record about the issue and told a reporter he 
would be sending a statement. The statement never came. Spitzer also did not 
return repeated calls for comment.

Cuniff, who has since been laid off by the newspaper, was reluctant to comment 
but ultimately did because, she said, Curley’s change was “so unusual.” She said 
she strenuously objected to including the quote.

Cuniff said she met with Curley and other editors after Curley's meeting with 
Spitzer. She said she was told Spitzer had concerns that certain details from his 
account were left out, and that she needed to turn over a transcript of her 
interview with Spitzer to determine whether a correction or clarification was 
necessary.

The reporter did as she was told and figured that, if a clarification was needed, 
it would be handled appropriately. She was shocked when she saw the new 
version of the story.

While Cuniff told Voice of OC she understands that “you can’t win every single” 
newsroom battle, she also says she “emphasized that this was totally wrong, 
this was totally inaccurate and I questioned why we would be letting somebody 
retroactively edit the story like that and add stuff that’s just not true.”
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Cuniff provided Voice of OC with an email exchange between her and her 
editors that indicates it was Curley who decided to make the change. It also 
shows that Cuniff emailed Curley and other editors with her objection to the 
addition. After receiving no reply, she emailed another plea, this time only to 
Register editor Dan Beucke.

Beucke wasn’t Cuniff’s editor on the Wahoo’s piece, but he was involved 
because he was her editor on a story she was working on at the time regarding a 
Spitzer campaign fund (http://www.ocregister.com/articles/committee-692180-central-

spitzer.html) . Spitzer’s complaints were holding up Cuniff’s ability to report on 
that story. She was told she couldn’t speak to Spitzer about the fund until his 
complaints were resolved, she said.

“I really just want to move on from this, but I also don't think we should let 
Spitzer insert errors into the story six weeks after it publishes," Cuniff wrote in 
an Oct. 30 email to Beucke.

Beucke responds: “I asked, was told Rob [Curley] wanted to add ‘his full 
response.’ … Moving on."

Beucke, who now works for the Los Angeles Times, declined to comment.

Records Conflict With Sptizer Account

Cuniff also provided Voice of OC with the audio of her interview with Spitzer. 
During his retelling of the story, Spitzer details blow-by-blow what happened, 
and even highlights what he claims were inaccuracies in the police report by 
Deputy Danielle Stow, including the fact that Castellano was looking at a 
dinner knife and not a butter knife as reported by Stow.

But when it comes to that crucial moment just before Spitzer handcuffs 
Castellano, Spitzer only tells Cuniff that Castellano was “standing there.”

And when speaking to the deputy immediately after the incident, he had an 
even foggier recollection. Here are Spitzer's comments as recorded by the 
dashboard camera in Stow's patrol car:

“So then, something happened. I can’t remember what,” 
Spitzer said. “I don’t know if there was a second time, I was 
like this is bullshit because I went and got my cuffs. I was just 
like I don’t know what he’s got, so I decided to hook him up.”

Another witness account also makes no mention of Castellano coming at 
Spitzer. Wahoo’s corporate trainer Sergie Osorio, who was on the scene, told 
Stow that Spitzer decided to handcuff Castellano because Castellano kept 
looking at him.

It's Castellano's stares that unnerve Spitzer the most, according to his own 
interviews with Cuniff and Stow. He told Cuniff the incident began when he 
had a “weird sensation” and realized Castellano was looking at him.

Regarding Castellano, Osorio said: "[He] was very solid, very calm, and at no 
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point did I saw (sic) him being threatening or anything."

Ken Doctor, a journalism expert who writes about new media, said the Register 
should have handled Spitzer’s complaints by writing a new story. That would 
have allowed the Register to vet Spitzer’s new account with reporting from 
other records and include the scrutiny in a new article.

Doctor also said the timing of the addition – almost two months after 
publication – was “very unusual” and raised other troubling questions.

“Six weeks doesn’t seem like news, it seems like it raises the question of 
pressure by a prominent official,” Doctor said.

Cooper pointed out that it would have been difficult for the Register to explain 
why it made the addition because there was no vetting of the quote done to 
justify whether it was a necessary update.

“You and I both know even at a fourth-rate news organization, the editor would 
take five or ten minutes out of his life to try and corroborate the statement with 
another source,” Cooper said.

Editor David Washburn contributed to this report.

Correction: A previous version of this article misspelled the name of Jeovany 
Castellano. Also, after publication of this article, media expert Marc Cooper 
informed Voice of OC that he recently retired from USC's Annenberg School 
for Communications and Journalism.  

Please contact Adam Elmahrek directly at aelmahrek@voiceofoc.org
(mailto:aelmahrek@voiceofoc.org) and follow him on Twitter: @adamelmahrek
(http://twitter.com/adamelmahrek) 
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Armed O.C. Supervisor Todd Spitzer recalls his citizen's arrest, 
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M. CUNIFF 
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Chairman of the Board of Supervisors Todd Spitzer gets emotional while reflecting on an incident more than 5 
months ago at Wahoo's Fish Tacos in Lake Forest. He handcuffed Jeovany Castellano and called police when 
the man would not stop trying to proselytize even when Spitzer told him he was a Christian.
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The chairman of the Orange County Board of Supervisors carried a 
loaded gun into a restaurant and handcuffed a man who had 
approached his table to discuss religion and refused to leave him alone.

In an interview this week, Supervisor Todd Spitzer said he felt 
threatened and feared for the safety of others during the incident, which 
took place on April 3 - Good Friday - at Wahoo’s in Foothill Ranch.

Spitzer called 911
(/web/20150905053638/http://video.onset.freedom.com/ocregister/nu4v4p-
15064399.mp3) after he’d been approached by Jeovany Castellano, a 
youth counselor who turned out to be unarmed, according to a Sheriff’s 
Department incident report.

Then Spitzer went to his car to get his weapon and a pair of handcuffs. 
He returned to the restaurant and put the handcuffs on Castellano, 
detaining the man until sheriff’s deputies arrived about eight minutes 
later.

Related: Hear the 911 call Spitzer made
(/web/20150905053638/http://video.onset.freedom.com/ocregister/nu4v4p-
15064399.mp3)

“We are having the most outrageous, crazy acts of violence in our 
country right now,” Spitzer said this week as he recounted the incident. 
“If I had left, had he knifed somebody or shot people or did something 
horrific, the first question would have been, ‘Wasn’t Todd Spitzer 
there?’”

Deputies questioned Castellano and Spitzer but did not arrest either 
man.

Spitzer volunteered for 10 years as a reserve officer in Los Angeles but 
was never a full-time police officer. Spitzer, who has a concealed 
weapons permit, said he never displayed his gun during the incident; it 
remained in his fanny pack.

Sheriff’s investigators concluded Spitzer’s actions were legal.

“According to Mr. Spitzer, this guy was acting bizarre, and he was 
worried about his safety,” said Lt. Jeff Hallock. “He did it as a means of 
holding on to him during a response from law enforcement.”

Castellano told deputies he simply wanted to talk to Spitzer about God, 
and agreed to be handcuffed “if that’s what it takes for me to preach to 
you the word of God,” according to the sheriff’s report.

Castellano, who worked at Boys Town, said this week he barely 
remembers the incident, though he does recall being handcuffed – which 
he says was a first in his life.

“I don’t know what was going on through his mind, but whatever it was, 
he has his motives,” Castellano said of Spitzer. “I have not thought about 
that in a long time.”

Spitzer had attended a religious event that day, hiking through the 12 
Stations of the Cross at Black Star Canyon for Good Friday. Afterward, he 
went to Wahoo’s.

About 2:20 p.m., Spitzer said, he was sitting at a corner table eating a fish 
combination plate when he noticed Castellano sitting at a table across 
the restaurant, staring at him.

Castellano approached him to discuss the Bible.

Spitzer said he told Castellano he was a believer but soon asked to be 
left alone. Castellano, however, didn’t leave. Instead, according to 
Spitzer, he came even closer to the table, drawing the attention of 
neighboring diners.

The man continued to ignore his requests to leave, Spitzer said.

A restaurant manager intervened and escorted Castellano back to his 
table. But Spitzer said the man continued to stare at him and at a dinner 

knife on his table.

“As soon as he looked at the knife, he 
completely changed the dynamics of the 
conversation,” Spitzer said.

Related stories
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Spitzer called 911, identifying himself as a 
county supervisor. He told the dispatcher that 
he was eating lunch when “a stranger comes 
up to me and wouldn’t get out of my face and I 
asked him to leave me alone.”

“He’s like, harassing me. He needs to be talked to ... I’m concerned for 
my safety,” Spitzer said, according to a recording of the 911 call.

With deputies en route, Spitzer went to his car and retrieved his gun and 
handcuffs. Then, Spitzer said, Castellano gave him permission to put on 
the handcuffs. Spitzer also searched the man.

That’s when Spitzer called 911 a second time to report a change in 
circumstances: “I have this man now under arrest. He’s handcuffed,” 
according to the recording.

The dispatcher told Spitzer the call already was a priority and that 
deputies would be there as soon as they could.

Spitzer responded: “Well, let the officers know: I am armed, and I had to 
place handcuffs on this guy, OK. Just let them know that, OK?”

Hallock said deputies treated the call as a Code 3, which allows them to 
use lights and sirens, because Spitzer reported feeling threatened and 
possessed a firearm.

“When there’s a weapon involved, they’re going to make that an 
emergency response,” Hallock said.

When asked this week if the gun was loaded, Spitzer replied, “Yes. Of 
course.”

Spitzer said the Good Friday call was “only the second time I’ve been 
involved off duty in an incident” that involved his firearm. He said he 
prevented a carjacking in Orange in 1991.

One legal expert on citizen’s arrests questioned Spitzer’s decision to 
bring a gun into a potential conflict that was not violent.

“Just because you happen to be a local government official and you 
carry a handgun and a pair of handcuffs, that doesn’t empower you to 
take into custody anyone you happen to feel is irritating," said Eric 
Miller, a professor at Loyola Law School in Los Angeles who is 
researching citizen’s arrests as part of his work teaching about criminal 
procedure.

Castellano, 32, was unarmed during the incident, according to the 
sheriff‘s report. He has no criminal history in Orange County. He worked 
as a counselor in Santa Ana at the time of the incident, though a Boys 
Town supervisor said this week that Castellano is no longer employed by 
the organization.

Spitzer said his law enforcement background – which he said included 
training at a police academy – gives him “some kind of weird sixth sense 
when something’s not right.”

“I’m trained to go into dangerous situations. I was a cop for 10 years."

Spitzer was a volunteer reserve officer for the Los Angeles Police 
Department from 1990 to 2000. He said he’s carried a firearm for about 
25 years.

Citizen’s arrests are rare but legal. Miller, the Loyola law professor, said 
the practice originated at a time when professional law enforcement 
wasn’t prevalent. He compared the Spitzer incident to someone 
handcuffing a stranger who won’t stop trying to sell something on a 
street corner.

Miller added that Castellano had a legal right to defend himself from 
Spitzer if he had declined to be handcuffed.

“The worry is that ... things escalate rapidly,” Miller said. “What you 
really want is a trained professional dealing with that kind of situation.”

Spitzer said every citizen has a right to do what he did.

Sheriff’s spokesman Hallock agreed, though was more circumspect.

Citizen's arrest could backfire
(/web/20150905053638/http://www.ocregister.com/articles/arrest-
198793-number-social.html)
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“If they believe a crime is being committed, they need to make a decision 
in terms of how they might get involved and not get involved,” Hallock 
said.

“Our recommendation is always: If you believe a crime is being 
committed, call 911. That needs to be a priority. Your decision to 
intervene? We would caution people, because we don’t want to 
jeopardize their safety.”

Contact the writer: mcuniff@ocregister.com
(mailto:mcuniff@ocregister.com) or Twitter: @meghanncuniff.
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Armed O.C. Supervisor Todd Spitzer recalls his citizen's 
arrest, handcuffing of man in Foothill Ranch restaurant
By MEGHANN M. CUNIFF 
2015-09-03 19:33:45

The chairman of the Orange County Board of Supervisors carried a 
loaded gun into a restaurant and handcuffed a man who had 
approached his table to discuss religion and refused to leave him alone.

In an interview this week, Supervisor Todd Spitzer said he felt 
threatened and feared for the safety of others during the incident, which 
took place on April 3 - Good Friday - at Wahoo’s in Foothill Ranch.

Spitzer called 911 after he’d been approached by Jeovany Castellano, a 
youth counselor who turned out to be unarmed, according to a Sheriff’s 
Department incident report.

Then Spitzer went to his car to get his weapon and a pair of handcuffs. He returned to the restaurant and put 
the handcuffs on Castellano, detaining the man until sheriff’s deputies arrived about eight minutes later.

Related: Hear the 911 call Spitzer made

“We are having the most outrageous, crazy acts of violence in our country right now,” Spitzer said this week 
as he recounted the incident. “If I had left, had he knifed somebody or shot people or did something horrific, 
the first question would have been, ‘Wasn’t Todd Spitzer there?’”

Deputies questioned Castellano and Spitzer but did not arrest either man.

Spitzer volunteered for 10 years as a reserve officer in Los Angeles but was never a full-time police officer. 
Spitzer, who has a concealed weapons permit, said he never displayed his gun during the incident; it 
remained in his fanny pack.

Sheriff’s investigators concluded Spitzer’s actions were legal.

“According to Mr. Spitzer, this guy was acting bizarre, and he was worried about his safety,” said Lt. Jeff 
Hallock. “He did it as a means of holding on to him during a response from law enforcement.”

Castellano told deputies he simply wanted to talk to Spitzer about God, and agreed to be handcuffed “if that’s 
what it takes for me to preach to you the word of God,” according to the sheriff’s report.

Castellano, who worked at Boys Town, said this week he barely remembers the incident, though he does 
recall being handcuffed – which he says was a first in his life.

“I don’t know what was going on through his mind, but whatever it was, he has his motives,” Castellano said 
of Spitzer. “I have not thought about that in a long time.”

Spitzer had attended a religious event that day, hiking through the 12 Stations of the Cross at Black Star 
Canyon for Good Friday. Afterward, he went to Wahoo’s.

About 2:20 p.m., Spitzer said, he was sitting at a corner table eating a fish combination plate when he noticed 
Castellano sitting at a table across the restaurant, staring at him.

Castellano approached him to discuss the Bible.
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Spitzer said he told Castellano he was a believer but soon asked to be left alone. Castellano, however, didn’t 
leave. Instead, according to Spitzer, he came even closer to the table, drawing the attention of neighboring 
diners.

The man continued to ignore his requests to leave, Spitzer said.

A restaurant manager intervened and escorted Castellano back to his table. But Spitzer said the man 
continued to stare at him and at a dinner knife on his table.

“As soon as he looked at the knife, he completely changed the dynamics of the conversation,” Spitzer said.

Spitzer called 911, identifying himself as a county supervisor. He told the dispatcher that he was eating lunch 
when “a stranger comes up to me and wouldn’t get out of my face and I asked him to leave me alone.”

“He’s like, harassing me. He needs to be talked to ... I’m concerned for my safety,” Spitzer said, according to 
a recording of the 911 call.

With deputies en route, Spitzer went to his car and retrieved hisgun and handcuffs.

He went back inside the restaurant. “After I returned … Castellano got up and assertively came again toward 
me,” Spitzer said. “He had been seated in the booth with the manager telling him to leave the premises. It 
was only then that I asked him to stop and sought his permission to search him because he was scaring 
patrons who were leaving and I became very concerned for our safety.”

Spitzer said Castellano also gave him permission to put on the handcuffs.

That’s when Spitzer called 911 a second time to report a change in circumstances: “I have this man now 
under arrest. He’s handcuffed,” according to the recording.

The dispatcher told Spitzer the call already was a priority and that deputies would be there as soon as they 
could.

Spitzer responded: “Well, let the officers know: I am armed, and I had to place handcuffs on this guy, OK. 
Just let them know that, OK?”

Hallock said deputies treated the call as a Code 3, which allows them to use lights and sirens, because 
Spitzer reported feeling threatened and possessed a firearm.

“When there’s a weapon involved, they’re going to make that an emergency response,” Hallock said.

When asked this week if the gun was loaded, Spitzer replied, “Yes. Of course.”

Spitzer said the Good Friday call was “only the second time I’ve been involved off duty in an incident” that 
involved his firearm. He said he prevented a carjacking in Orange in 1991.

One legal expert on citizen’s arrests questioned Spitzer’s decision to bring a gun into a potential conflict that 
was not violent.

“Just because you happen to be a local government official and you carry a handgun and a pair of handcuffs, 
that doesn’t empower you to take into custody anyone you happen to feel is irritating," said Eric Miller, a 
professor at Loyola Law School in Los Angeles who is researching citizen’s arrests as part of his work 
teaching about criminal procedure.

Castellano, 32, was unarmed during the incident, according to the sheriff‘s report. He has no criminal history 
in Orange County. He worked as a counselor in Santa Ana at the time of the incident, though a Boys Town 
supervisor said this week that Castellano is no longer employed by the organization.

Spitzer said his law enforcement background – which he said included training at a police academy – gives 
him “some kind of weird sixth sense when something’s not right.”

“I’m trained to go into dangerous situations. I was a cop for 10 years."

Spitzer was a volunteer reserve officer for the Los Angeles Police Department from 1990 to 2000. He said 
he’s carried a firearm for about 25 years.
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Citizen’s arrests are rare but legal. Miller, the Loyola law professor, said the practice originated at a time 
when professional law enforcement wasn’t prevalent. He compared the Spitzer incident to someone 
handcuffing a stranger who won’t stop trying to sell something on a street corner.

Miller added that Castellano had a legal right to defend himself from Spitzer if he had declined to be 
handcuffed.

“The worry is that ... things escalate rapidly,” Miller said. “What you really want is a trained professional 
dealing with that kind of situation.”

Spitzer said every citizen has a right to do what he did.

Sheriff’s spokesman Hallock agreed, though was more circumspect.

“If they believe a crime is being committed, they need to make a decision in terms of how they might get 
involved and not get involved,” Hallock said.

“Our recommendation is always: If you believe a crime is being committed, call 911. That needs to be a 
priority. Your decision to intervene? We would caution people, because we don’t want to jeopardize their 
safety.”

Contact the writer: mcuniff@ocregister.com or Twitter: @meghanncuniff.

© Copyright 2016 Freedom Communications. All Rights Reserved. 
Privacy Policy | User Agreement | Site Map
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3/18/16, 1:41 PMVoice of OC Mail - Public Records Act request
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Adam Elmahrek <aelmahrek@voiceofoc.org>

Public Records Act request

Adam Elmahrek <aelmahrek@voiceofoc.org> Thu, Mar 3, 2016 at 12:33 PM
To: "Pasco, Jean" <jean.pasco@ocgov.com>

Hi Jean,

This is a request under the California Public Records Act for the following:

Emails between Jean Pasco and Supervisor Todd Spitzer regarding Spitzer's citizen arrest of a man at Wahoo's Fish
Tacos. 

Emails among county supervisors and their staff regarding the county's Boys Town contract, including requests to
delay, pull or continue the contract at a later date, and any other emails related to that request.

If this request is denied, please cite the section of the Act that allows exemption of the records.

Thank you,

Adam Elmahrek
Senior Reporter
Voice of OC
http://www.voiceofoc.org
cell: (949) 292-3801
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3/18/16, 1:42 PMVoice of OC Mail - Public Records Act request
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Adam Elmahrek <aelmahrek@voiceofoc.org>

Public Records Act request

Pasco, Jean <Jean.Pasco@ocgov.com> Thu, Mar 3, 2016 at 12:58 PM
To: Adam Elmahrek <aelmahrek@voiceofoc.org>

Hi Adam.

The only emails between me and Supervisor Spitzer regarding the supervisor’s citizen’s arrest of a man at Wahoo’s
Fish Taco were the subject of an earlier PRA request by Meghann Cuniff at the OC Register, as well as an additional
email requester. Responsive records were identified but exempted from disclosure by County Counsel under
provisions of the Public Records Act. I’ve attached a copy of the letter to Meghann Cuniff and to
thetruthofoc@yahoo.com with the specific exemption citations. There are no additional responsive records other than
what was referred to in the attached letter so the response to you would be the same as our response the Meghann
back in September.

Regarding the Boy’s Town emails, please identify the date range of the emails that you’d like identified.

 

From:!Adam!Elmahrek![mailto:aelmahrek@voiceofoc.org]!
Sent:!Thursday,!March!03,!2016!12:33!PM
To:!Pasco,!Jean
Subject:!Public!Records!Act!request

[Quoted text hidden]

Ltr to M Cunnif re PRA  9-18-15..pdf
44K
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3/18/16, 1:42 PMVoice of OC Mail - Public Records Act request
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Adam Elmahrek <aelmahrek@voiceofoc.org>

Public Records Act request

Adam Elmahrek <aelmahrek@voiceofoc.org> Thu, Mar 3, 2016 at 1:13 PM
To: "Pasco, Jean" <Jean.Pasco@ocgov.com>
Cc: "Kelly Aviles, Esq." <kaalaw@verizon.net>, leon.page@coco.ocgov.com

Hi Jean,

Regarding the denied records, please send me a response specifically for my request.

And regarding the Boys Town emails, the timeframe for the request is April 1, 2015 through Dec. 31, 2015.

Thanks!

Adam Elmahrek
Senior Reporter
Voice of OC
http://www.voiceofoc.org
cell: (949) 292-3801

[Quoted text hidden]
-- 
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3/18/16, 1:43 PMVoice of OC Mail - Public Records Act request
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Adam Elmahrek <aelmahrek@voiceofoc.org>

Public Records Act request

Page, Leon <Leon.Page@coco.ocgov.com> Thu, Mar 3, 2016 at 3:55 PM
To: Adam Elmahrek <aelmahrek@voiceofoc.org>, "Pasco, Jean" <Jean.Pasco@ocgov.com>
Cc: "Kelly Aviles, Esq." <kaalaw@verizon.net>

Dear%Mr.%Elmahrek%(and%Ms.%Aviles!)

%

Pursuant%to%Mr.%Elmahrek’s%request,%please%see%the%a>ached%le>er.

%

Leon%J.%Page

County%Counsel

County%of%Orange

P.O.%Box%1379

Santa%Ana,%CA%92702

(714) 834-6238%(direct)

(714) 795-7764%(cell)

(714) 834-2359%(fax)

%

%

From: Adam Elmahrek [mailto:aelmahrek@voiceofoc.org] 
Sent: Thursday, March 03, 2016 1:14 PM
To: Pasco, Jean
Cc: Kelly Aviles, Esq.; Page, Leon
Subject: Re: Public Records Act request

[Quoted text hidden]

Ltr - A Elmahrek - Voice of OC   3-3-16.pdf
382K
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